The best jobs in technology

Cybersecurity jobs: high-demand, high pay, fascinating work, while making a difference!

Can you qualify for the National Cyber Scholarship Competition?

Visit our website
Try CyberStart to see whether you like solving cybersecurity challenges by visiting cyberstartamerica.org
Can you make it to the Nationals?
Prove you have the ability to complete the challenges in CyberStart to take part in a two-day scholarship challenge
Win a scholarship!
Compete with others to qualify for recognition and one of 800 scholarships to use at the college of your choice

More advanced cyber jobs - open after a few years of great performance and specialized training

Cyber intelligence analysts, keep the keys to tech infrastructure
Cyber legal advisors, help make sure everything is done legally
Cyber project managers, keep the team moving along
Cyber policy analysts, define critical processes
Cyber security architects, design and build defensible systems and networks
Cyber defenders, security engineers (enterprise and ICS)

What our students say about CyberStart America

I like all the different types of problem solving/programming solutions. Not only am I using Python but I’m decoding messages, which is really fun.

The novice level was so welcoming. I never felt over my head even though I knew nothing about computers or programming.

It was a great combination of fun and learning. I felt like I was in a movie or a real adventure.

I had no idea what I wanted to do with my life but thanks to CyberStart now I do. Thank you!

You’ll find these jobs in

Don’t miss out! Register at cyberstart.io/getstarted